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**Abstract**
We estimate a financial stress index for the Czech Republic and examine its development during the 2002–2014 period. We find a marked increase in financial stress at the beginning of the global financial crisis with a decrease to nearly pre-crisis levels by the end of our study period. Next, we estimate vector autoregression models of the Czech economy and find that financial stress has systematic effects on output, prices and interest rates, with the maximum response occurring approximately one and a half years after the shock. Specifically, an increase in financial stress is associated with higher unemployment, lower prices and lower interest rates, indicating its detrimental effects on the real economy.
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1. **Introduction**

In response to the global financial crisis, national and international policy institutions started more intensive monitoring of the soundness of the financial system analysing the potential impacts of financial stress on the economy, and implementing a number of policy measures. Due to the depth and consequences of the crisis, many supervisory authorities have begun to consider a new set of techniques designed to measure the potential vulnerability of financial institutions. In particular, a strong emphasis has been placed on research regarding the development of tools measuring risk and uncertainty as well as their ability to serve as early warning indicators (Vermeulen *et al*., 2015).

The financial crisis uncovered significant deficiencies in the current stress testing framework calibration (Blaschke *et al*., 2001). According to Borio *et al*., (2010), many of these stress testing scenarios were not sufficiently adverse, and therefore providing a false sense of security. Although stress tests are currently a standard tool for many institutions, they are not designed to serve as early warning indicators.

In this article, we aim to calculate a measure of financial instability in the form of a financial stress indicator for the Czech Republic. It measures the level of financial stress by incorporating all the available information in a given period and aggregating them into a single index value. Advantages of this approach include simplicity, easy interpretation and ability to tailor it to the specific conditions of a given economy (Grimaldi,
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Siniko et al. (2013) created a financial stress index (FSI) particularly for Latvia, whereas Cardarelli et al. (2011) developed a FSI to analyse periods of financial stress in 17 advanced economies. Currently, several private institutions also use FSIs to measure stress, for example, Bloomberg and the OECD, which publishes a composite indicator of economic activities for its members.

The focus of this article is therefore to analyse economic environment along with various internationally applied methodologies to select potential variables based on current research, including those unexplored in previous research and to aggregate them into a financial stress index. The motivation is to create an indicator that is particularly suited to the case of the Czech Republic and, with its help, to precisely identify periods of financial distress. Furthermore, we estimate vector autoregression models to examine the systematic relations between financial stress and the real economy to understand the speed and magnitude of the effects of financial stress.

Our results suggest that financial stress increased rapidly at the beginning of the global financial crisis (in 2008) with a relatively rapid return to pre-crisis levels afterwards. Our vector autoregression estimates suggest that financial stress has systematic effects on the real economy. We find that higher financial stress increases unemployment and decreases both prices and interest rates. Our results suggest that the maximum impact of financial stress on the real economy occurs approximately one and a half years after the shock.

This article is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review and description of aggregation methods. We introduce the underlying variables for constructing the financial stress index and the data in Section 3. We present the results in Section 4. Conclusions follow in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

The recent financial crisis led to the creation of macroprudential policies designed to safeguard financial stability with a focus on reducing the risk of instability in the system as a whole. Financial stress measures have been developed to assess the current degree of financial imbalance. Holló et al. (2012) describe financial stress as a level of systemic risk that has already materialized. According to Hakkio and Keeton (2009), the main sources of financial stress are increases in financial risk, volatility and spreads between financial assets that may cause further decreases in market prices and liquidity and thus disrupt the normal functioning of financial markets.

2.1 Financial stress indexes

One of the earliest financial stress indexes was created by Illing and Liu (2006) to assess the Canadian financial system. They compared nine different indicators weighted according to a given sector’s share in the economy. This study was extended by Oet et al. (2011) by applying different weighting methods to create the Cleveland Financial Stress Index. Grimaldi (2010) applied a logit model to extract information incorporated into aggregated indicators. The threshold level was set according to a list of stressful events to create a benchmark. Cardarelli et al. (2011) altered the concept by implementing binary variables expressing states of crisis in 17 advanced economies. Another approach was proposed by Jakubik and Teply (2011) to assess the financial stability of the Czech corporate sector. It was based on a financial scoring model using corporate accounting data for Czech companies.
Holló et al. (2012) created the Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS) to place more weight on situations where financial stress spreads were higher across the entire financial system at the same time. CISS is based on five sub-indexes representing five market segments, which are created from fifteen individual variables aggregated by a quantile transformation function.

Like Holló et al. (2012), Sinenko et al. (2013) divided the financial system into several sectors and assigned few indicators for each sector to assess financial stress and compare three different aggregation methods for Latvia, and Šimáček (2012) did so for the Czech Republic and Hungary. To differentiate this article from Šimáček (2012), we use somewhat different underlying variables to create our financial stress index. In addition, we estimate vector autoregression models to examine the effects of financial stress on the real economy.

Geršl and Herfmánek (2006) proposed the Banking Stability Index for the Czech Republic, an index based mainly on balance sheet data comprising nine variables. The majority of them also serve as financial soundness indicators, as proposed by the International Monetary Fund. According to Moghadam and Viñals (2012), there is still room to refine the analysis of risk identification concerning financial stability in the Czech Republic. They especially mention contagion risks, where better stress tests may improve access to information about whether current capital and liquidity buffers are sufficient or whether additional intervention is needed.

### 2.2 Aggregation methods

The aggregation methods used to develop a financial stress index are nearly as important as the underlying variables. Three aggregation methods are typically used for comparison during the construction of a financial stress index: equal variance weights, methods based on quantile transformation and cumulative distribution function, and principal component analysis.

The method of equal variance assigns equal variance or risk weighting, which ensures that each underlying variable included in the index is equally important. The first step is that all data are standardized and all underlying variables are aggregated into one index by arithmetic mean for a given period:

\[
FSI_t = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{X_{j,t} - \bar{X}_j}{\sigma(X_j)}
\]

where \(X_{j,t}\) is a non-standardized value of indicator \(j\) in time \(t\), \(\bar{X}_j\) is a sample mean, \(\sigma(X_j)\) is a sample standard deviation. \(FSI_t\) is an aggregated value of the financial stress index in period \(t\). The disadvantage is that the mean and standard deviation are, by construction, calculated for the whole sample, which makes this approach sensitive to the inclusion of new information. However, it can serve as a useful benchmark for the two other methods.

The second method is based on quantile transformation and the cumulative distribution function, which is relatively more robust compared to the previous method. It tries to remove the sensitivity of the sample mean and sample variance to outliers. It was used by Holló et al. (2012) and Sinenko (2013). The methodology involves creating a cumulative density function \(CDF(X_{ij})\) for each indicator \(j\). The variable values are sorted in ascending order with the values ranging from 0 to 1. Once all the indicators have ranks assigned, the CDFs are computed by dividing the rank of each variable by its number of observations.
in a given sample, transforming them into percentiles. This value reflects the probability that given variable reaches a value less than or equal to the current value. The higher the percentile, the more severe the stress event it represents (Sinenko et al., 2013).

\[
CDF(X) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} I(X_{i,j} \leq X) \quad \text{where} \quad I(X_{i,j} \leq X) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } X_{i,j} \leq X \\
0, & \text{if } X_{i,j} > X
\end{cases} \quad (2)
\]

The final index is then again produced by arithmetic mean of the transformed variables and then standardized. The main disadvantage of this method is that it does not take into account the absolute difference in values among the variables, just their order.

Principal component analysis is a statistical technique that reveals the relationships in the data and transforms variables into a smaller number of components, thus reducing the dimensionality of the data space. Under the assumption that each variable is sensitive to financial stress, and if financial stress is one of the main factors responsible for the observed correlations among variables, then it can be identified as a principal component.\(^1\)

In line with Cevik et al. (2013), we take only the first principal component. Moreover, we believe that including multiple components, that are later averaged, introduces unwanted noise into our data. In our case, the first principal component represents 41.5% of the total variance in our data.\(^2\) An advantage of this method is that it helps separate variables with minimal loss of information.\(^3\)

3. **Construction of the Financial Stress Index – Underlying Variables**

The construction of a financial stress indicator is a complex task with many methodologies developed to identify financial stress. The index itself is a snapshot of the present state of the financial sector defined in such a way that rising levels reflect increasing financial stress. We try to reflect vulnerabilities in the four main part of the financial sector (banking, foreign exchange, debt and equity) to create an index based on a new set of variables.

Our selection of the underlying variables follows, to some extent, traditional indicators used in papers internationally, such as Illing and Liu (2006), Grimaldi (2010), Oet et al. (2011), Islami and Kurz-Kim (2013). Clearly, the variables are also chosen based on data availability. However, we performed significant adjustments to address issues with short-time series. In total, we selected 7 individual indicators.

3.1 **Banking**

**Credit gap:** The deviation of credit from its trend values (a credit gap) is a convenient measure of periods of distress in the financial sector. As a proxy for credit, we use total loans and receivables provided to clients. In order to determine how credit growth in the economy
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\(^1\) Similar methodology was applied by Illing and Liu (2006) or Stock and Watson (1989).

\(^2\) Principal component analysis is computed on standardized data.

\(^3\) A prerequisite for applying principal component analysis is a sufficient correlation among the variables in a dataset, which can be assessed by Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test statistics. In our case, the overall value of the KMO statistics is 0.66, which is more than sufficient to undertake principal component analysis.
is positioned, we apply the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter\textsuperscript{4} to capture its trend. An important feature of this indicator is that it tends to increase quickly before stress events take place; therefore, it performs very well in determining downturn periods (Borio \textit{et al.}, 2010). The trend is obtained by the HP filter method using a smoothing parameter lambda. We use $\lambda=14,400$ which is the commonly used value in literature. To acquire the risk component from the data, we examine the difference between the credit level and its HP trend.

**Liquidity:** Following Islami and Kurz-Kim (2013), we use the spread between the 3M PRIBOR and the interest rate set by the Czech National Bank – CZEONIA – as our liquidity indicator. The PRIBOR quoted for 3 months expresses the short-term costs of bank lending on the interbank market, whereas CZEONIA is a weighted average of the interest rates of all unsecured overnight deposits by other banks. This indicator is a reasonable measure of liquidity stress in the interbank market because, during a downturn period when market liquidity is endangered, the spread between these two rates increases because of flight to quality or credit risk (Oet \textit{et al.}, 2011).

**Volatility of the yield curve:** We use the difference between the 10Y Treasury bond yield and the short-term CZEONIA rate. We assume that during a non-stress period, the spread is relatively stable, while during financial stress it tends to change increasing the volatility. This indicator expresses uncertainty in the development of interest rates, and therefore, it represents a threat to the profitability of financial institutions. We use simple historical volatility as a measure.\textsuperscript{5}

### 3.2 Foreign exchange

**Exchange rate volatility:** In order to capture contagion effects via the exchange rate, we use the weighted historical volatility of the EUR/CZK and USD/CZK exchange rates. The weights for EUR and USD exchange rates are identical and are based on the average volume of total foreign exchange market turnover with these currencies in past years. Adam and Benecká (2013) use weights of 0.6 and 0.4, respectively, but changing the weights in this direction did not affect the results significantly.

### 3.3 Debt

**10-year Czech Government Bond and German Bund spread:** High interest rates on government debt may crowd out the effects of fiscal policy on the economy and subsequently increase financial stress (Louzis and Vouldis, 2013). The German Bund, or the long-term German bond, is commonly used as a benchmark because of its low credit risk premium and liquidity; moreover, the Czech economy is closely linked to Germany. Specifically, the spread between the 10-year Czech Government Bond and German Bund rates expresses market uncertainty, liquidity and the country’s creditworthiness. In general, boom periods are accompanied by lower spreads, while periods of financial stress are characterized by quickly widening spreads. Therefore, spreads are convenient tools for measuring the current state of the economy (Borio \textit{et al.}, 2010).

\textsuperscript{4} For further information about the methodology, see Hodrick and Prescott (1997).

\textsuperscript{5} An additional underlying variable capturing risk in the banking sector may be the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans. However, this asset quality indicator is backward looking and does not typically capture future risk well. An alternative in the form of loan loss provisions is not used because of data availability.
**External debt:** In emerging market economies, net external debt is important for maintaining sustainable growth. However, excessive debt is perceived to have devastating effects on future economic growth. In the recent literature, external debt is often considered a potential leading indicator of financial stress, especially in developing countries (Aizenman and Pasricha, 2012). We assume that fast growth in external debt is perceived as risky. To extract the stress component, similar methodology was used as in the above mentioned credit gap indicator.

### 3.4 Equity

**Stock market volatility:** PX index is the official price index of the Prague Stock Exchange, and it represents a sound measure of the profitability of the share market in the Czech Republic. Therefore, we decided to include the volatility of the PX index as one of our underlying variables. We assume that higher volatility represents higher risk and estimate the conditional volatility using a GARCH (1,1) model. The main reason is that it suitably accounts for volatility clustering, which is typical of stock markets.

The main source of our macroeconomic and financial data is ARAD, the public database of the Czech National Banks. The data on 10Y German bonds yield are obtained from the European Central Bank Financial Data Warehouse. Additionally, data for the PX index are acquired from the Prague Stock Exchange website. To not to lose any information, data were not seasonally adjusted. Our underlying data and resulting financial stress index are at the monthly frequency covering the period between February 2002 and February 2014.\(^6\)

The aggregation methods of how we translate underlying variables into final index are described in the Sub-Section 2.2.

### 4. Empirical Results

In this section, we first present our financial stress index for the Czech Republic. Second, we estimate vector autoregression models of the Czech economy and examine the effects of financial stress on the real economy.

#### 4.1 Financial Stress Index

In Figure 1 we present the estimated financial stress index values for the Czech Republic. We apply three aggregation methods: Equal Variance, Cumulative Density Function and Principal Component Analysis. Overall, different aggregation methods convey the same message even though the values differ somewhat around the fall of Lehman Brothers in October 2008. According to our results, the most intense period of stress occurred in 2008, although we also observed mild increase in stress in late 2011 and the first half of 2012. In addition, we observed the lowest values of stress in 2007 before the outbreak of the financial crisis. The Czech economy had been growing rapidly before the crisis, inflation was typically not far from the inflation target, and the financial sector had been considered largely stable.
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\(^6\) External debt indicator is available only at a quarterly frequency; therefore, we interpolated monthly data using cubic spline interpolation, as in Cevik et al. (2013).
The difference of PCA method compared to other two indexes during late 2008 is caused by the extreme stock market volatility (PX index) during that time. PCA gives a higher importance to observations with higher volatility. For this reason, when examining the effect of financial stress on macroeconomy (see the next sub-section) within the vector autoregression model, we check whether the results depend on the choice of financial stress index. As we show below, the results remain unchanged no matter which index we use.

The correlation among all three indexes is quite high (at minimum 0.88), thus it is not so surprising that the impulse responses give us similar results. This finding largely corresponds to Illing and Liu (2006), who find a limited effect of different aggregating methods on the resulting indexes. However, due to the space limitation, we present the vector autoregression results only with the index the analysis performed on PCA approach and other VAR results are available upon request.

Babecký et al. (2014) develop a database of banking, debt and currency crises for 40 EU and OECD countries over the 1970–2010 period. According to their results, there was no banking, debt or currency crisis in the Czech Republic during the 2000–2014 period. It is worth mentioning that their findings are broadly consistent with our results.

### 4.2 Does financial stress have an effect on the real economy?

Previous research suggests that financial variables or financial stress have systematic effects on the real economy and that financial variables interact strongly. For instance, Hakkio and Keeton (2009) found that an increase in financial stress resulted in more prudent behaviour of credit institutions and a decrease in total loans granted, which consequently slowed economic activity in the United States. Havránek et al. (2012) examined links between financial variables and the macroeconomy using block-restriction autoregression models based largely on pre-crisis data for a different set of variables rather than a financial stress
index. Cardarelli et al. (2011), in their research, showed that financial stress is not always a predecessor of financial instability, and Li and St-Amant (2010) found that effects of monetary shocks on economy differ depending on the intensity of financial stress. Estimating a VAR model using our newly developed financial stress index is also important to examine whether the index conveys useful information and, therefore, to indirectly determine whether the index values are sensible.

In our article, we use VAR to examine the effects of financial stress on the macroeconomic environment in the Czech Republic. Our general specification, assuming that the economy is described by a structural VAR($p$) model that is of a linear, stochastic dynamic form (omitting the constant), is the following (Lütkepohl, 2005):

$$Y_t = AY_{t-1} + U_t$$

where

$$Y_t := \begin{bmatrix} y_t \\ y_{t-1} \\ \vdots \\ y_{t-p+1} \end{bmatrix}_{(Kp \times 1)}, \quad A := \begin{bmatrix} A_1 & \ldots & A_{p-1} & A_p \\ I_k & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & \ldots & I_k & 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(Kp \times Kp)} \quad U_t := \begin{bmatrix} u_t \\ 0 \\ \vdots \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}_{(Kp \times 1)}$$

Errors $U_t$ are usually correlated, therefore, errors are orthogonalized by Cholesky decomposition making the covariance matrix of resulting innovations diagonal.

We use four variables in our VAR system and order them as follows: unemployment, inflation rate, interest rates, and financial stress index. This specification is broadly in line with previous research, such as Borys et al. (2009) or Havránek et al. (2012). The ordering is typical of studies that examine macroeconomic variables and order the variables, which do not react contemporaneously to shocks from other variables in the system (Stock and Watson, 2001). For example, our ordering implies that we assume that unemployment does not react contemporaneously to shocks from the interest rates but not vice versa.

We assess the stability of our VAR systems based on characteristic roots of inverse polynomial. VAR system is stable if absolute value of all roots (then number of lags times the number of variables) is less than one. Formally $y_t$ is stable if
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7 Commonly used in literature, see e.g. Holló et al. (2012).

8 Unemployment is expressed as the general rate of unemployment for those between the ages of 15 and 64 years. Inflation rate is calculated as the percentage rate of change of a consumer price index over previous year. As a measure of interest rates, we use the 3M PRIBOR published by the Czech National Bank.

9 We did not include GDP as a macroeconomic variable in our baseline specification because it is available on a quarterly basis only. Unlike GDP, unemployment is available monthly. GDP would have to be transformed into monthly series using some filtering technique. Industrial production is available monthly but the share of industry is approximately 38% of GDP in the Czech Republic. Nevertheless, we conduct robustness check, where we use GDP growth instead of unemployment in the VAR estimation.

We find our VAR system stable; therefore, we estimate the VAR in levels and do not transform it into the first differences. In line with the suggestions of Sims et al. (1990), we do not impose possible cointegration relations explicitly. Based on lag length exclusion tests and information criteria, we choose two lags for our VAR. These results are available upon request.

**Figure 2 | Financial Stress and the Real Economy in the Czech Republic: Impulse Responses**

Note: FSI stands for financial stress index; UNEM for unemployment; INF for inflation; and IR for interest rates. The X-axis is in months 95% confidence intervals.

Source: Own estimation.

We present the impulse response between the financial stress index based on the principal components as the aggregation method and the real economy in Figure 3. We find that unemployment increases following unexpected increases in financial stress. The strongest effect occurs approximately one and a half years after the shock, which is broadly in line with the results presented by Havránek et al. (2012).

Next, our results suggest that prices decline during times of elevated financial stress. These results show that there are significant interactions between price stability and financial stability (Horváth, 2009). For example, good historical evidence of that relationship is
the notable decrease in inflation after Q4 2008, when the financial stress associated with the recession was culminating in the Czech economy. The maximum reaction of prices to financial stress appears to occur approximately two years after the shock.

Finally, we examine the reactions of short-term interest rates to financial stress. We find that higher financial stress is associated with lower interest rates. This negative response of interest rates to financial stress shock is likely a consequence of conventional monetary policy because central banks tend to decrease their policy rates during periods of financial stress (Baxa et al., 2013). During the financial crisis, central banks used a variety of unconventional measures to support the domestic economy, but according to our results, they also used conventional measures (i.e., decreasing policy interest rates). The maximum impact on interest rates is one year after the shock.

As a robustness check, we estimate identical VAR model but use different aggregation method to generate financial stress index. Instead of principal components, we include 1) equal variance and 2) cumulative density function method one after the other into our VAR. The impulse responses based on these two other methods yield largely similar results to those obtained by the principal components method. In addition, estimate VAR model with GDP growth instead of unemployment. The resulting impulse responses are similar but the confidence intervals for the GDP growth are larger. These results are available upon request.

5. Concluding Remarks

The recent financial and economic crisis illustrated the strong relationship between financial stress and economic activity and emphasized the necessity to develop early warning mechanisms. A number of papers have developed financial stress indexes, but only a few have been designed for Central European countries or the Czech Republic. We contribute to this literature by estimating a financial stress index for the Czech Republic and examining the effects on the real economy. The advantage of using a financial stress index is that it combines many underlying financial factors into a simply interpreted and comparable measure, assessing information from various sectors concurrently at any given point in time.

This article compares different methods of assessing financial stress, analysing the Czech economic environment and, subsequently, constructing a financial stress index tailored to the case of the Czech Republic.

Our financial stress index identifies the episode of heightened financial stress during the 2008–2009 period, especially after the fall of Lehman Brothers. Interestingly, the financial stress index decreases to nearly pre-crisis levels soon afterward.

Next, we construct a vector autoregression model of the Czech economy and find that financial stress has systematic effects. Specifically, we find that higher stress is associated with higher unemployment, lower prices and lower interest rates and that the maximum responses of these variables occur approximately one and a half years after the shock to financial stress. This result is robust to the choice of aggregation scheme of our financial stress index. We use three different aggregation methods to generate the index and find that the impulse responses from the vector autoregression model are largely similar no matter which financial stress index we use.

In terms of future research, it would be worthwhile to extend the index to include more financial indicators, such as dividends paid, credit default swaps or corporate bonds,
to test the robustness of this financial stress index. It would also be interesting to examine the forecasting performance of financial stress indexes or to evaluate the effects of financial stress in non-linear and time-varying econometric frameworks.
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